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EVIL BEYOND THE g SUN

The chief wefll on, "Alpha Centauri is

the nearest star to our solar system. Yet
it\ cv.r tour light years away—25 trillion

tnile?! With our ordinary ships it would
take 4 years at the speed n ( light— IKfr.ulM)

miles a second!—to get there! But with
this special Overdrive ship, you'll exceed
the speed of light. That is

—

if il worts,'"

Ion nodded again, at the implied warn-

1"E.
"We can't risk more than one life," the

chief continued "You'll make the first test

flight—the first attempt in history to reach
another star. Good luck, son!"
They gripped hands silently. There was

no fan-fare, no ballyhoo. The result might
be failure again. Other ship" had tried and
none succeeded. Only the chief and a few
of his aides were witnesses as Jon Jart
itepped in the ship and rocketed away
from earth.

Three days later. Jon passed Pluto and
the. solar system began to shrink and re-

cede behind him. Now was the time for

the miraculous Overdrive, It was designed
to warp space ahead of his ship and allow
the eraft to reach fantastic speeds.

Jon held his breath for a moment—then
jerked the lever.

Would the ship blow up? Or turn to
cosmic vapor? Or crack open like an egg-
shell? Nobody knew. This was the first lest

Of the oew Overdrive..

The. ship leaped ahead like a runaway
comet, almost tearing Jon from his elastic

straps. His mind spun di/iily. But he
glued his eyes on the velocimeter and saw
the miracle happen.
The ship reached ."l.non miles per second

—then inrt.OnO— 150.000—and suddenly. Jon
Jarl was going faster than light — over
jon.nrjO miles a second !

"It works!" Jon breathed—thankfully.

He pulled the lever to its limit and saw
incredible speed recorded by the meter.

First it was twice as fast as light, then

ten times, and finally 100 times faster than
light! That was the Overdrive 1

! limit. But
Mill, at that stupendous speed, it would
take M days to reach t

Ahead. Alpha Centauri grew steadily in

brightness as the days passed. On the Mth
day. Jon was near enough to see the three

separate suns of the Centauri System. Un-
like solitary Sol. Centauri was a triple sun,

back, he could see earth's sun—but only as

a dim yellow star remote in space. Jon felt

chilled and thrilled at the same time.

Chilled to be so unthinkahly far from
home. Thrilled to be the first known hu-

man being to cross interstellar space and
reach a neighboring star!

Using his ship telescope. Jon searched

the vicinity and came to the conclusion
that there was only one Centanrian planet.

One planet for three suns. Did that planet,

hold intelligent beings?

Jon shook his head disappointedly after

circling the planet. Not a sign of cities or

people. It seemed to be a barren, unin-

habited world. Jon landed in a stretch of

sun-haked sand. Strangely enough, the air

was breathable. Jon stepped out and almost

fainted as the hot blast of the triple suns

hit him. Three suns poured down their

withering rays.

And •

BON -

i of I

lenty.

widened in stunned surprise—men were
approaching him. Strange men of Centauri
with huge thick bodies and simian faces

blending high intelligence with ruthless

brutality. Jon knew they would be enemies
from the first moment.
"Stop!" Jon shouted, even thn.i E h they

could not understand. But he waved his

ray gun at the same time. They could not

mistake that gesture.

Surprisingly, words came batk that Jon

"Do not be surprised." one Centaurian

long ago mastered telepathy.

We f language. t the
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How did you gel here?"

"A special faster-than-light engine."

Jon said tersely. "But where do you peo-

Thc Centaurian pointed down. "Under-
ground. The triple sun long ago forced us
10 seek cool depths. This is a harsh world
10 live on. I see in your mind that your

The Centaurian squinted and then, so

suddenly that it shocked Jon to the roots

of his being, he blandly said—"So we will

want you?"

TpKF. answer was colrl and ruthless.

"Your people couldn't stop us. We are

powerful—strong—and we read minds. We
conquered and killed off several other
races that once lived on this world. And
one of them was very much like you—

a

puny weakling race. Now we will UtfB
your ship."

They advanced. Jon yelled in warning,
but they kept coining, Jon shot his ray
gun. spraying them all with its fiery fury.

Rut they kept coming!
e powerful." mocked

I of dense

i you-
physi

:s. No or-

1 us. And
eight and

hing Jon, the Cen-
VflUrian merely Ricked his hand against

aflam. jon spun through the air and "and-
?cl heavily, a I most k nocked colrl.

The Ceiitaurians now ignored him and
stepped eagerly toward the ship.

Stagget lug to his feet. Jon's mind knew
sank and horror! If they succeeded in

implicating the Overdrive, these bestial

features could swarm to earth. And with
heir tremendous powers, they would 1

-. The ould b

on raised his gun again, face haggard.

Ere was only one thing to do

—

destroy
engine! One well-placed shot would

<e it explode. Jon would he marooned

—

er to return to Earth—but what choice
, there.'

Jon fired—to destroy his only chanet of
escape. . . .

But one Centaurian whirled an Inr-tant

before and flung his body in the way. tak-

ing the shot, protecting the engine. Then
he leaped and easily wrested the gun from
Jon's hand.

"You were going to destroy the engine."

the Centaurian snapped. "I caught your
thought just in time. But we want the

engine." Before Jon's eyes, he broke the

ray gun in half, as easily as snapping a

twig. "Now, Eatthman. you will take me
up in the ship and show me how to run
it. After that, you will die."

Jon was flung into the ship. One Cen-
taurian followed him and the hatch
slammed shut. Jon was forced to take off

with the ship; as the enemy took in every

move he made, learning how the ship op-

cyt . The,
far from the Centaurian planet. Already

Jon could feel the peculiar floating »en-

sation as gravity let go.

Jon leaped grimly at the Centaurian,

fists pounding.

"You fool 1" spat the alien. "Must I break

in your puny body to teish

stagg red under a return blow, but

feet grinning. "I'm going to

lesson about space
and gravity."

EfOURTEEN days 'later, Jon Jar! »hui

off the Overdrive. The glorious sight

of the sun and nine glowing planets lay

bclore him. He was home again. And be-

hind him was the Centaurian—dead.
Back on Earth. Jon reported his Cen-

taurian adventure in Full to the chief, "And
after I defeated him," Jon concluded, "th*

Centaurian killed himself, tortured by dis-

grace.'"

"But how did you defeat him?" gasped
the chief. "He had ten times your strength

and weight."

"Not in space." interrupted Jon. "Weight
is a result of gravity. But in space, there

is no gravity. That took away all his

weight and left me on equal terms with

him—boxing, ju-jitsu and judo. It was

Jon Jarl turned his face up to ths bright

star that was Alpha Centa

for n

> that
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